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1. Please confirm this is the first and only time you answer this survey.

538 responses

2.Age:
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3. What degree program are you pursuing now?

537 responses

4. What stream are you currently pursuing?

539 responses

Copy

Bachelor's
Masters

30.4%

69.6%

Copy

Arts
Science

32.5%

67.5%
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5. What is your subject?

541 responses

English

Geography

Psychology

English

History

Bengali

Food and nutrition

Bengali

Food and Nutrition

Education

History

Geography

Applied Psychology

Philosophy

Food and Nutrition

Political science

Bengali honours

Sociology

Education honours

Education Honours

Food and nutrition
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Journalism and mass communication

English Honours

Bengali Honours

Bengali Honours

Psychology

Food and nutrition honours

English Honours

English honours

Philosophy

Psychology honours

History Honours

Sanskrit

Geography honours

Applied psychology

BNGA

Bengali hons

Food and nutrition (H)

Food and nutrition honours

Political science

Food science and nutrition

Food & nutrition

FOOD AND NUTRITION

Journalism and mass communication honours
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Philosophy Honours

Food & Nutrition

HISA

Modern History

HISTORY

Food and nutrition Honours

Geography Honours

Education Honours

Sanskrit

Education

Psychology, sociology

English language and literature

English (H)

Sociology honours

BENGALI

Political science honours

English (honours)

BENGALI

Bengali, history

Geography economics education

Nutrition

Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY HONOURS
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PSYCHOLOGY

FOOD AND NUTRITION HONOURS

FOOD AND NUTRITION(HONOURS)

Food and Nutrition Honours

Food And Nutrition

Psychology honours

Geography, economics, education

Food and Nutrition (Honours)

Food and Nutrition (H)

Political Science

Politcal science

Nutrition hons

Food Science and Nutrition

political science

FNTA

FOOD And Nutrition (H)

Nutrition Hons

PSYA

Journalism & mass communication

Philosophy honours

Political science (honours)

Political Science Honours

Sociology honours
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Philosophy English

Psychology Honours

FOOD AND NUTRITION

BSC General

Geography bsc honours

Education honours

Food And Nutrition

geography

Education honors

Food & Nutrition Honours

93 more responses are hidden

6. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

540 responses

7. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

537 responses

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

16.5%
43%

36.1%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won't teach at all

62.4%

29.2%
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8. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

538 responses

9. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

538 responses

10. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers

537 responses

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

13.4%

22.9%

59.7%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor

8.9%

25.7%

38.8%

25.7%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes fair
Usually Unfair
Unfair

14.7%

31.8%

51.2%
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11. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

536 responses

12. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit
opportunities for students (applicable for students of Food and Nutrition,
Journalism, Geography, Psychology)

436 responses

13. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you
in cognitive, social and
emotional growth.

525 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

19.8%

35.4%

34.1%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

14%

9.2%20.6%

26.4%

29.8%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

22.3%

25.7%

44.8%
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14. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

528 responses

15. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme
outcomes.

528 responses

16. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

520 responses

Copy

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

22%

25.2%

45.3%

Copy

Everytime
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

18.8%

37.1%

35.8%
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Everytime
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don't have a mentor7.5%

12.7%

40.6%

34.8%
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17. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications

529 responses

18. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of
challenges.

523 responses

19. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

527 responses

Copy

Everytime
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.3%

34.8%

51.2%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

9.8%

36.9%

39.4%

Copy

Every time
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Rarely
Never

8%

8%

16.5%

30.4%

37.2%
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20. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning
process.

525 responses

21. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative
learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning
experiences.

521 responses

22. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

533 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

23%

21.9%

48%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

10%

46.3%

33.2%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
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Strongly disagree

14.3%41.1%

40.3%
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23. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability
skills to make you ready for the world of work.

520 responses

24. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while
teaching.

507 responses

24. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good

536 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

11.7%

41.3%

34.2%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

12.6%

24.1%
13.4%

17.9%

32%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

18.8%

45.7%

30.4%
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Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience
in your institution.

240 responses

Good

Good

None

None

Nothing

Better

Excellent

Nothing

Nothing to say

Very good

Satisfied

Nothing to suggest

Overall is good

Need much more classes. Need much practical classes improvement. Practical infrastructure
should be improve.

Please take care to genaral students mainly department of geography

Need for internships and practical based knowledge

Good learning, present, lecture

1. Teachers should be more empathetic towards students.2. Teachers should stop harassing
students because of trivial issues. 3. Teachers should improve their teaching technique and
make the class interesting enough to expect us to attend regularly.

Care, observe, monitoring
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Nice

No i am fully satisfied

My institution is very good

(1) Please provide with good and cooperative department for a poor students like me. (2)
There is no as such teacher student relationship and there is as such no cooperation from the
side of our respected professors. (3) And when the syllabus is not being completed from the
professor side they send us all the cu notes in the Google classroom and they concluded with
that the syllabus has been finished without giving a proper class.

No need

Nothing.

No internship program.No field visit opportunities. Rear discussing about future planning of
job , placements and others. No permanent teachers are there in masters course . We are
getting less opportunities from college department. Management should be developed in Pg
section. these should be changed and development necessary in this section.

Nil

Teachers should be more prominent at his own way..and they have to know more knowledge
about psychology practicals

I have no complain about my institution

First for the Psychology department, a proper laboratory for our practicals will be helpful for
our practicals. Secondly, a spacious library with the freedom to choose books as one likes
without having to refer to the librarian all the time. Thirdly, interactive sessions of learning and
weekly checkups of learning, which will help recognise one's strengths and weakness and keep
the flow of learning.

Overall teaching is satisfactory so nothing to say

They should modify the infrastructure, like improving the library, schedule the classes
properly...

Increase study materials

Should start internship, Should implement ICT tools, Should give projects and practicals in
time.

1. Attention should be paid so that the teachers can complete the syllabus, projects, practicals
quickly. 2. To inform the students about the future opportunities after reading about this
subject. 3. Communication with every student needs to be increased.
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Increasing communication with students

I Have No Suggestion

Improvement in semester marks is required

1.Teachers are always helping and kind 2.staff play important roles 3.proper facilities with
great guidance.

We need more computer practical class we need to do field work

Practical classes should be increased.

Regularly taking a class test and to make understand each and every part of syllabus
thoroughly

Monthly test, Surprise test, Discussion

1. Please try to focus on studies, materials, notes more rather than other activities in the very
first stage of the session. 2. Proving notes at the end of the sem and just few days before from
the exam is not the solution at all, teach to the point or elaborate if needed , maintain a routine,
keep the syllabus in mind, do shear qs pattern answers pattern, lecture and study materials
shuld be synchronized. 3.Please communicate with the student directly and dont waste time
on some assignment which gonna cancel for sure at the last moment. Thank you

Frequent Test, quiz , covering all parts of the syllabus

Practicals are not done properly so it affects us very much

More communication,Teacher student relationship.

Sometimes Online Materials( youtube video)are provided by teacher..but please we need
proper notes and those explanations in details through offline classes basis on the daily
departmental routine.

I'm satisfied.

Improve study materials

Require LCD projector for study..improve teaching method..needed internship and field visit

1. Give opportunities to every student. 2. Providing study materials timely.

Very effective and helpful

Take actions to promote internship ,field visits, placements..
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No suggestions

Teachers should be more responsible towards every student

1.Proper practical class at right time.

Need to focused on partical based filed work for journamlism students

Provide Bengali notes , provide bengali practical write up

I expected from my college that should be inform us the date has fixed from University declare
on time.

I think you should provide internship opportunities to the students so that they will be able to
learn and grow . Secondly , i think teacher should explain the topics with the used of more
examples so that it will become easier for us to memorize things only few teacher do this and
last, i would say that teacher should discuss with us the jobs in which we may apply after
completing our graduation

Should provide mental support to students

More communicate to the students.

Teaching quality is moderately well ....my opinion is college authority shuold more responsible
about some serious matter: & communicate us more efficiently.

Improve our library facilities because there have no any required books for my streams.

Provide more opportunities for interactive and hands-on learning: Traditional lecturing can be a
less engaging and effective way of teaching, especially for students who are visual or
kinesthetic learners. Incorporating more interactive and hands-on activities, such as group
projects, experiments, and simulations, can help students better understand and retain the
material. Utilize technology to enhance the learning experience: Technology can be a powerful
tool for education, providing access to a vast amount of information and resources and
enabling collaboration and communication between students and teachers. Using educational
software, online learning platforms, and virtual classrooms can help make the learning
experience more interactive and engaging. Foster a supportive and inclusive learning
environment: Creating a positive and inclusive learning environment can have a significant
impact on students' motivation and success. Encouraging an open and respectful exchange of
ideas and providing support for students who may be struggling can help create a more
positive and productive learning experience for everyone.

1| Use better graphics and visual to engage students well 2| Try to reach every student and ask
for their doubts 3| Make teaching a two way interaction

First, institute should prevail internship for all the students. If not atleast encourage or guide
them about the internship. Second, atleast try to complete the syllabus for the alloted
curriculum. Third, professor's behaviour is unfavorable during the examinations. They do not
co-operate at all. They don't take proper classes except for few professors who are regular. Till
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now they are using online method of teaching, like pdfs and YouTube links. Fourth, they don't
guide for future problems. They think that we will learn all the things magically. They have a
very bad tendency to pass on judgements and taunt students.

There can be more use of projectors while teaching.

They should be active throughout the year not only when the examination ar knocking at the
door.Improve communication with us.Be helpful to students and understanding their problems.

My institution is good enough

1. Classes should be conducted on a more regular basis. 2. Modern technological implements
should be put to more efficient use. 3. The library should be bestowed with adequate and
relevant books for student's perusal.

I don't know

I am satisfied

Very nice

Please co-operate with student about the projects details when they are absent in the class,
sometimes maintain the timing of the class & please gave the data for project in proper time .

I am very sad to get admission in this college because none of the teachers help us in any
subject and their behavior is very bad. They don't help easily when they ask about something.
Talk nonsense without taking classes and not helped by books or pdfs. We have to do
everything ourselves.

I proud of my Institute

1. Use better grafic and visual media to engage student well. 2.Try to reach every student and
ask for their doubts.3. Make teaching a to way interaction.

1. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2. Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. 3. Make teaching a two way interaction.

Concentration, preparation and too much reading.

All Teachers are friendly and help us over all the college is good

They can help us to improve soft skills by interview trainings , employability enhancement
training.

Rise intrest in every student about external activity

Very Good
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Excellent very good nice good

No comments.

No comments.

Initiatives should be taken by the department for seminars field visits to psychological
institutions for a Practical exposure of the subject every sem and not just in final year.

Provide the suggestions , try to solved the student's problam , improve the communication with
student .

1) should try to solve the student's problem 2) provide suggestions 3)guide us 4) improve the
communication with students

Teachers must be more friendly and must have a good communication with students in order
to build a strong relationship so that whatever problem comes up students must be able to
solve them with help from their mentors

1. We need more classes , 2.We need some multimedia and LCD projector for our classes, 3.
Need more teachers' guidence.

1.NEEDS TO TAKE REGULAR CLASSES 2.WE NEEDS SOME HELP OF TECHNOLOGIAL
INSTRUMENT 3. NEEDS MORE GUIDANCE.

1.Regular basis classes by schedule. 2.developing communication between teachers and
students. 3. Don't do partiality.

Needs to improve live class experience,more student - teacher communications and upgrade
the programing system

1)Better Communication between teachers and students 2)practicals are must be done atleast
3weeks before the main exam so that the students can study for the main exam
hardly..3)institution must be provided internship to the students...

Communication gap is very problematic.

At first I suggest good reaching of every teacher not only particular teacher . 2. Slightly
improving their explanation 3.

Teachers are also very good but if the teacher s are when studies us if they are used tobe or
better study material it should be help us...

108 more responses are hidden
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WOMEN’S COLLEGE, CALCUTTA 

FACULTY FEEDBACK SUMMARY 

2020-21 
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SUGGESTION FOR IMPROVEMENT 

1. If a workshop or training in ICT can be arranged for the faculty members, it would be really 

helpful. 

2. During this pandemic situation, option should be provided to upload the CU marks (internal, 

tutorial, theory) from home itself. It should not be compulsory to upload the marks by going 

to college. I have faced problem regarding this. 

3. Organize some faculty training programs. 

4. During this pandemic situation, option should must be provided to the teacher to mark from 

her or his self-will, also there is no option I’m getting for upload the cu (internal, tutorial and 

final) marks online. If we get the option to upload all the marks online then it is more 

convenient for us. Being compulsory for the teacher to come and upload the marks in the 

college is very hectic and torturing. From last year every time I’m getting forced to come to 

college and upload the marks there. So it’s my urge to get online marks uploading option. 

5. Nowadays, Each individual teacher need to seamlessly access the internet at the same time 

for the academic development and online activities. My polite approach to the authority is 

that the availability of a strong high speed Broadband Wi-Fi internet facility at least from 

10am to 6pm across the campus is strongly needed. Kindly have a look into this matter. 

Thank you. 

6. If a college map is kept in outdoor then it will be convenient for those who will come to the 

college first to understand. 

7. Improve our WiFi system 



8. Well-equipped separate room for ICT based teaching may be arranged 

9. There must be more opportunities for faculty development. 

10. Immediate improvement of staffroom is required. We need modem and stronger wifi 

connection. 

11. Modifications in the points that have been disagreed with will be highly appreciated 

12. Computer network system, Wifi facility should be maintained 

13. I would like to request for providing lockers for the newly appointed SACT teachers. 

14. Major steps should be taken for developing smart class room & college should maintain 

hygiene. 

15. Projectors for ppt based teaching for at least one room each for all departments. 

16. Drinking water in the staff room. 

17. Cleaning dust termites in the staff room as well as the library. 

18. Cleaning of the white boards and dust in the classrooms. 

19. Access to cleaner and variety of food from an official college canteen. 

20. If the college has a playground 

21. Staffroom and toilets need to be more hygienic and clean... 
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Mention at least three points for which you are proud to be an alumnus of the college? 

32 responses 

1. Good environment of study 

2. Relation between teacher and students really good 

3. Good cultural atmosphere 

1) Good teacher-student communication 

2) Good classroom 

3) Good cooperation 

1. The teaching system of our college is best. 

2. Good laboratory system 

3. The non-teaching persons of our college are so helpful. 

1. Teachers Behavior 

2. Excellent Teaching Capacity 

3. Our College Campus is Peaceful 



1. I got 4 Friends in college and now they became my family.... We call ourselves "PACHFORON". 

2. The teachers are very supportive and commendable especially P. K. SIR (PRAVAKAR KANJILAL). 

A.G (Arnab Ghosh) is also a very good teacher. 

3. Our Excursion was awesome in Do-oars. We enjoyed it very much. And I really miss the whistle of P. 

K. Sir which he used to awakening us in Excursion.  

 



 

Women’s College, Calcutta 

Action Taken Report as per the Feedback received by different stake holders 

Members Present: 

1. Teacher-In-Charge 

2. IQAC Coordinator 

3. IQAC Core Committee Members 

4. Placement Cell Coordinator 

Action taken: 

i. Remedial Classes wherever necessary 

ii. Use of PowerPoint for making teaching learning informative and interesting 

iii. Soft skill development classes conducted by respective departments 

iv. Mentor-mentee relation in respective departments 

v. Projects and Tutorials allotted as per parent University instructions 

vi. PO, PSO and CO of various subjects are elaborated to students as well as given in 

the website 

vii. Regular Career Counselling programme conducted by Placement Cell of the 

college 

viii. Library has online facilities for selection of books 

ix. Departmental problems are solved by respective departments along with the IQAC 

Committee and the Principal as per the Institutional Organogram 

x. Library is well-equipped with subject books 

xi. Teachers are friendly and have good communication with students in order to 

build a strong relationship so that whatever problem comes up students must be 

able to solve them with help from their mentors 

xii. New canteen for students 

xiii. Revision classes are arranged wherever possible 

xiv. Organising students seminar in respective departments 

xv. Cultural programmes are organized to develop the cultural aspect of students 



                      

DR SANGHITA BHATTACHARJEE                            SWATI SENGUPTA 

IQAC COORDINATOR      TEACHER-IN-CHARGE 

 

 


